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Chennai gets Hyderabadi biryani outlet's 3rd branch

	 

 Chennai: Paradise, which serves authentic Hyderabadi biryani has opened its third outlet in Chennai at Porur. Spread over two

floors, it can seat about 144 people and is equipped with a full-fledged takeaway counter on the ground floor.

Its interiors speaks of the restaurent's legacy and a state-of-the-art kitchen. Their recipe has been passed down from generations and

till date they have manged to retain their originality. The outlet was inaugurated by Information and Technology Minister,

Kadambur Raju.

It offers a wide choice of dishes. One can indulge in its juicy kebabs or yummy starters like chicken 65 or cauliflower manchurian.

The uniqueness of the place is their food. For instance their chicken 65 is nothing like the normal ones we are used to. Pieces of

meat were coated in a light batter, which when fired, retained the softness and juice of the meat inside. The cauliflower manchurian

is a hit among vegetarians as it was cooked to perfection.

Their biryani, which is typical Hyderabad style, comes in four variants – namely chicken, mutton, egg and vegetable. A unique thing

here is one  

 can chose to customise their biryani.

"Our biryanis are a big among Chennai audience," said CEO of Paradise Foodcourt Pvt Ltd, Gautam Gupta.

It is served in layers. The bottom part is the spicy meat masalas, second layer has masala rice and the third part which is seen on top

is flavoured rice with fried onions. So if someone wants their meal to be spicy, we will increase it accordingly and vice-versa, added

Gautam Gupta.

Once your done, don't forget to indulge into the desserts, especially kirubani sweet, which is made with apricots. Their Irani chai is

also a hit.

Once can choose to eat in the restaurant's ambiance or just take away homes or offices.

"Our objective is to deliver high quality food by maintaining consistent standard wherever we go. We have been successful in

retaining the distinct aroma and taste because of the commitment of our chefs and the considerable efforts that go into it," said

Gautham Gupta.
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The outlet is located at Mount Poonamallee High Road and is open for lunch and dinner.

 

 SPICY STUFF ]

Paradise is an integral part of Hyderabad’s culinary culture and history. A visit to the city is said to be incomplete without a visit to

Paradise. Surviving for over six decades, the old legacy restaurant brand has gained worldwide acceptance from celebrities and food

lovers.
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